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6.1.2.3.4 Late-Entrant Cells 

The scheme for introducing new cells into a synchronized RNS is as follows: 

1) Late-entrant cells (new cells being added without reference clock) or cells recovering from unavailability shall 
first be roughly synchronised via Iub interface messages. Therefore, first the DL Transport Channels 
Synchronisation procedure or the Node Synchronisation procedure on the PCH frame protocol shall be 
performed in order to determine the deviation from the reference SFN. The RNC then sends a CELL 
SYNCHRONISATION ADJUSTMENT message to the late-entrant cells for SFN update. 

2) Frequency acquisition of the late entrant cell is started by instructing the late entrant cell first to listen to the 
regular schedule of SYNC_DL codes of the surrounding cells. The transmission schedule of the surrounding 
cells shall be signalled to the late entrant cell within the CELL SYNCHRONISATION INITIATION REQUEST 
message. Frequency locking is reported using the CELL SYNCHRONISATION REPORT message. 

32) The RNC should tell the late-entrant which SYNC_DL codes and carrier frequencies to listen for, corresponding 
to its neighbour cells signalled within the CELL SYNCHRONISATION RECONFIGURATION REQUEST 
message. 

43) The late entrant then reports the timing of the SYNC_DL codes using the CELL SYNCHRONISATION 
REPORT message. The RNC knows the location of all cells and therefore should be able to compute a timing 
adjustment for the late-entrant that takes into account the expected propagation delays between the late-entrant 
and its neighbouring cells The RNC adjusts the cell and the cycle is repeated until the RNC is satisfied that the 
cell’s timing accuracy fulfills the requirements to be allowed to enter the Steady State phase. 
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